INCORRECT ADDRESS IN PREVIOUS NEWSLETTER:

073: -
GIDEON COLTER.
6850 10TH AVENUE NORTH,
APT 301,
LAKE WORTH,
FLORIDA 33467,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

INTERESTS :- SYNAGOGUES ON STAMPS, CACHETS, CANCELLATIONS AND FIRST DAY COVERS.

NEW MEMBER: -
077: -
DAVID A. TEMPLER.
1899 NICOLE DRIVE,
DRESHER,
PENNSYLVAINA 19025.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
TEL: - (001) – 215 - 643 – 7733
E-MAIL: - vpdavet@aol.com

JUDAICA STAMP ISSUE BY RUMANIA
Around the end of November, and the beginning of December, Rumania are having a joint-issue with Israel.
The theme of this issue is “The First Yiddisher Theater”

JUDAICA STAMP ISSUE BY BOSNIA
Bosnia issued a stamp on 11th. July 2009 to commemorate the 125th Birth Anniversary of the Artist Amedeo Modigliani.
The stamp comes in a sheetlet of 8 plus 1 label.

*******************************************
CAN YOU HELP?
The society received the following request for information, from Moshe Kol Kalman, who is a member of the Society of Israel Philatelists:-

CAN ANY MEMBER PLEASE GIVE ME ANY INFORMATION ON ANY OF THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE:-
JONAH KREMESETSKY,
ISAAC LEIB GOLDBERG,
RABBI ELIYAHU PARDESS.
YOUR KIND ASSISTANCE WOULD BE VERY MUCH APPRECIATED.
CONTACT:- MOSHE KOL KALMAN – EMAIL:- kol@lhv.org.il

*******************************************
ADVERTS:-
COVERS FOR SALE:- (all illustrated in some way – or printed wording)
ALL PRICED IN U.S $
PLUS $5 POSTAGE
(NO OVERSEAS CHEQUES – DOLLAR BILLS ONLY
OR CONTACT FOR PRICES IN £ STERLING)
EMAIL FIRST FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE SENDING PAYMENT.
PAYMENT BY PAY PAL ACCEPTED
GARY GOODMAN. 26 DUNBABIN ROAD, LIVERPOOL. L15 6XN. ENGLAND, U.K. E-MAIL:- garygoodman@talktalk.net

All Argentina:- (All issued by Cefai – Argentina Philatelic Org.)
#8301-5/5/83-35th Anniv of state of Israel with logo in cancel - $3.75
#8601-4/14/86-Israel Day, with menorah in cancel and cachet - $3.95
#8704-11/2/87-10th Anniv of Argentina Philatelic Organization Cefai-$3.75
#8705-11/11/87-Israel Argentina Philatelic Association, with Israel Flag in cancel - $3.95
#8701-4/12/87-Israel Day with menorah and Israel in Hebrew in cancel. Special poem by Jorge Borges in cachet - $4.50
#8702-5/18/87-39th Independence Day of state of Israel with logo and menorah in cancel and cachet - $4.50
#8703-5/27/87-20th Anniv of re-unification of Jerusalem – David Tower in cachet and Jerusalem and coat of arms in cachet - $4.75
#8801-4/24/88-Israel Day, and 40th anniv.of state of Israel,with logo and menorah in cancel and in cachet - $3.95
#8802-9/23/88-40th anniv of Israels independence, with logo in cancel ON POSTCARD with biblical manuscript - $3.75
#8909-12/5/89-Israeli president Herzog visits Argentina on a state visit. Israeli flag in cancel.Herzog portrait in cachet and immigration stamp issue - $4.25
#8903-5/10/89-41st Anniv of state of Israel with logo in cancel and menorah cachet
#8908-11/27/89-Sephardic Cultural month with menorah in cachet and cancel – $3.75
#9002-5/30/90-42nd Anniv. Of state of Israel, menorah and logo in cancel and cachet – has immigration set of stamps - $3.75
#9003-8/22/90-year of Hebrew language, Hebrew word ivrit in cancel and portrait of Eliezer ben Yehuda and stylised menorah in cachet and immigration set of stamps - $3.95
#9101-4/18/91-43rd anniv of the state of Israel with Star of David in cancel and cachet and immigration set of stamps - $3.95
#9102-10/5/91-100th anniversary of colonization by jews of the town of Mauricio with immigration set of stamps - $3.75
#9201-10/12/92-500th anniversary of Sephardic Diaspora, with menorah in cancel and cachet - $3.95
#9701-9/21/97-5th anniversary of Radio Chai, Jewish radio program in Argentina, with Madaba map stamp(Jerusalem 3000) - $4.75
#0201-10/28/02-Cefai 25th anniversary of Israel Philatelic Exhibition, with menorah in cancel - $4.75
#0202-11/1/02-Cefai 25th anniversary with special cancel and additional Israel Philatelic cancel - $4.95
#0302-5/7/03-55th anniversary of state of Israel with logo and flag on 50th anniversary Argentina stamp, coat of arms in cachet - $4.95
#0303-6/10/03-75th anniversary of jewish Research Institute Yivo, with cancel on Israels 50th anniversary Argentina stamp - $4.95

KKL/JNF
JNF logo on cover and KKL in full in Hebrew/Zvi Shapira stamp with a circular green KKL handstamp (no date in it).
Also has a rectangular Argentina handstamp “Israeli Cefai 87” – 10th Anniversary. Cover in reasonable condition although creased a little in top 2 corners. – BEST OFFER $5 +
ITALY
International Symposium on Holocaust and Peace – plain cover with 2 nice clear special handstamps (both the same)- 27/7/2001 - $10

SELF ADHESIVE STAMPS/LABELS:- (NOT COVERS)
National Stamp Exhibition – Netanya ’86-with adhesive tabs-(bottom of sheet)-(5 stamps/labels) - $12
National Stamp Exhibition – Haifa ’87-(3 stamps/labels) - $10
15th. Maccabiah Games- Israel – issued by Maccabi USA- July 1997 – 6 stamps/labels - $12
ISRAEL CHAGALL “BLACK PRINTS??” – COLOUR REPRODUCTIONS – ON SHEETLETS (NOT COVERS)
1987 – CHAGALL CENTENARY
Grey Paper-Ltd issue of 750 – no 510/510/525 - $12
Silver overprint-Ltd issue 1000- no307/308/309 - $12
Gold overprint-Ltd issue 1000- no 488/490/490 - $12
(Mystified over issue numbering?!)

CZECH REPUBLIC – 2009 – RABBI LOEW ISSUE –
SHEETLET OF 5 STAMPS THE SAME AND 4 LABELS THE SAME IN A CHEQUERED LAYOUT – WITH A WHITE (PLAIN) BORDER - $17.60 / £11.00
FIRST DAY COVER ON A TOP QUALITY “WOVEN” TYPE ENVELOPE – SINGLE STAMP ONLY – (NO LABELS) – BUT HAS 2 POSTAMARKS THE SAME – ONE CANCELLING THE STAMP – AND ANOTHER COMPLETE ON THE ENVELOPE - $10.00 / £6.25
(PLUS $5 POSTAGE – OR £2 IN U.K.)

FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE:- CONTACT GARY :- garygoodman@talktalk.net

******************************************************************************
WANTED:-
I have been looking for a stamp from Bosnia and Herzegovina (Scott 422)
depicting the Sarajevo Synagogue. Please contact me if you know where I might purchase the stamp.(mint, used or on a cover)
CONTACT:- Gene Eisen. E-MAIL:- jeisen1@nc.rr.com

******************************************************************************
INFORMATION REQUIRED :-

Here is a question for the members of the group: I'm looking for stamps and other philatelic items that show Judith and her victory over Holofernes.
Does anyone have a list of items on this topic?
If so, I would be very grateful to hear from you.
CONTACT:- Yoram Lubianiker.
E-MAIL:- lubianiker@gmail.com

******************************************************

WANTED :-

Looking to obtain (buy/swap/etc) any Israeli Maximum Cards.
Also looking to obtain (buy/swap/etc) Israeli Stamp Bulletins, and Israeli stamp information folders.
Please inform me what you have first in a list, before sending anything.
Many Thanks.
TELEPHONE:- 0161-773-3457
E-MAIL:- (correspondence via Gary – garygoodman@talktalk.net or judaicathematicsociety@talktalk.net (as Mr Perrin is not on email.)

******************************************************

INTERESTING INFORMATION FROM GENE EISEN:-

William Steig, Artist and Author

Austria issued a stamp on June 21, 2007 (Scott 2111) with an illustration from the movie Shrek the Third. The series of three animated films features the adventures of a solitary-loving ogre named Shrek, from the Yiddish word meaning “fear” or the German word for “terror.” The films are based on the fairy tale children’s book Shrek!, which was written and illustrated by William Steig. Steig was born in Brooklyn, NY in 1907 to Polish Jewish immigrant parents. He became an accomplished cartoonist, illustrator and sculptor. Later in his career his talents turned to writing and
illustrating children’s books. Steig died in 2003 at the age of 95. An exhibit of Steig’s work was presented at The Jewish Museum in New York in 2008.


**********************************************************

ARTICLES REQUIRED FOR NEWSLETTER
Articles are always required and very much appreciated for the monthly newsletter.

Members articles make the newsletter much more interesting and varied.

No matter how short the article is (even if it is just a few lines). – Please send them in.

**********************************************************

ROYAL MAIL PRODUCES JUDAICA THEMED STAMPS!!!!!!!!!!!
The above title could be quite misleading, and so could the brief information that appeared in the London-based, weekly newspaper, The Jewish Chronicle the other week. – especially to a non-stamp collector.

Let me explain, briefly the background to these type of sheets. In the U.K. there is a facility whereby a collector, or a stamp dealer, or infact any organisation can have printed their own stamp sheetlet, provided they follow certain guidelines. They are loosely termed “Personalised Smilers Sheets”, and consist of a pane of 10 or 20 standard commemorative stamps, and attached to these stamps perforated is a label which can have your own motif or logo or whatever. The sheet can also be personally designed too, by the person who is giving in the order. I must just point out that the service of having the sheet designed is only available subject to certain minimum quantities. Members have probably seen a similar type of service available in Australia, and Israel too – and I am sure many other countries also offer a similar service.
The Jewish Chronicle the other week, had the misleading headline “Royal Mail Puts Stamp On Games”, and illustrated the sheetlet, which commemorates the 18th Maccabiah Games in Israel 2009. The ten stamps on the sheet depict a Union Jack flag, whilst the labels depict a Star of David and the Maccabiah symbol, on alternate labels. The sheetlet depicts various flags including the Israeli flag – and is a limited edition of 1,000.

The wording under the illustration in the Jewish Chronicle states:- “This limited-edition stamp issue, related to mark the 18th Maccabiah and co-designed by the Strand Stamp Centre’s Steven Schusman, is thought to be the first example of its kind to be produced by the Royal Mail.

The headline and wording are quite misleading, especially to a non-stamp collector. Royal Mail have not issued this in their stamp programme for 2009. And this is purely a commercial thing, (although many would say that all of Royal Mails stamp issues are a commercial thing) whereby anyone can place an order and have a personalised sheet printed up in quantity.

Basically, if you pay the money – Royal Mail will do it.

A proper stamp issue, is when it is in their stamp programme, and the originator or organisation is not paying the Royal Mail to print an issue.

It may be the first of its kind to be issued. But it certainly is not the first Judaica themed sheetlet to be thought of.

I have had this idea for a number of years now – of a similar type sheetlet depicting Princes Road Synagogue in Liverpool, U.K.

Although this idea is progressing slowly, I am pleased to say, that hopefully in time, I will be able to say more on this subject.

Just like the Society Hanukkah Covers, this will be sold through the Society.

In the meantime, if anyone will be interested in the Princes Road sheetlet, please let me know, as this will give us an idea as to the number of copies that get printed.

(As you are all aware, the Hanukkah cover, that the Society issues is already a complete sell out.)

***********************************************************
NEW ISSUE FROM ST.THOMAS
Member Laurence Goldman has informed us of an interesting issue from St. Thomas.
This is a beautiful sheet of 4 stamps, issued by St. Thomas & Principe in 2009, honouring Jewish Nobel Prize Laureates. Featured famous personalities include former Prime Minister of Israel & the 1994 Nobel Peace Prize winner Yitzhak Rabin, American biologist Andrew Fire who won the 2006 Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine for the discovery of RNA interference, 2008 Nobel Prize in Chemistry laureate Martin Chalfie, and Israeli mathematician Robert Aumann for winning the 2005 Nobel Prize in Economics. All the stamps on the sheet depict the Star of David on the Israeli flag.

***********************************************************
WANTED:-
Zaire stamp issued in 1984 for the Los Angeles Olympics.
(Looking for duplicates of this issue)
CONTACT:- GARY – E-mail:- garygoodman@talktalk.net

***********************************************************
FOR SALE:-
AUSTRALIA – NOT JUST DESSERTS – DEPICTS BALLERINA ANNA PAVLOVA –
SET OF MAXIMUM CARDS/FIRST DAY ISSUE - $8.00 / £5.00
(PLUS $5 POSTAGE AIRMAIL / £2 u.k.)
CONTACT :- GARY – E-mail :- garygoodman@talktalk.net

***********************************************************